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Abstract—Recently, image mining has opened new bottlenecks in the field of biomedical discoveries and machine leaning techniques have brought significant revolution in medical diagnosis. Especially, classification problem of human cancerous tissues would assume to be one of the really challenging problems since it requires very high optimized algorithms to select the appropriate features from histopathological images of well-differentiated thyroid cancers. For instance prediction of initial changes in neoplasm such as hidden patterns of nuclei overlapping sequences, variations in nuclei structures, distortion in chromatin distributions and identification of other micro-architectural behaviors would provide more meticulous assistance to doctors in early diagnosis of cancer. In order to mitigate all above stated problems this paper proposes a novel methodology so called “Intelligent Diagnostic System for Nuclei Structural Classification of Thyroid Cancerous and Non-Cancerous Tissues” which classifies nuclei structures and cancerous behaviors from medical images by using proposed algorithm Auto_Tissue_Analysis. Overall methodology of approach is comprised of four layers. In first layer noise reduction techniques are used. In second layer feature selection techniques are used. In third layer decision model is constructed by using random forest (tree based) algorithm. Finally result visualization and performance evaluation is done by using confusion matrix, precision and recall measures. The overall classification accuracy is measured about 74% with 10-k fold cross validation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently Image mining has become one of the well-established research area(s) of (ML) machine learning and (AI) artificial intelligence based techniques are vastly used in healthcare industry to facilitate doctors during the diagnostic and prognostic process of various kinds of malignant diseases such as breast cancer, lung cancer, thyroid cancer and so on. This paper addresses the classification problem of well-differentiated thyroid cancerous and non-cancerous cells of human tissues, which are carefully and systematically acquired from DICOM (Digital Communication in Medicine) images (Fig. 1). As per general observation, the misdiagnosis is one of the leading causes for rapid proliferation of cancer incidences among the world population and various related research approaches [1], [2] and [4] have been seen to reduce the chances of miss-diagnosis. All above stated approaches are providing very nice services to solve the classification problem of thyroid cancer. Since the prediction of initial changes in neoplasm, such as hidden patterns of nuclei overlapping sequences, variations in nuclei structures, distortion in chromatin distribution of human cells and other micro-architectural behaviours would provide more meticulous assistance to doctors in early diagnosis of cancer. By considering above stated problems, this paper proposes a data preparation algorithm so called Auto_Tissue_Analysis which has to perform three task (1) NSA (Nuclei Seed Approximation) because gradient base techniques generate multiple seeds due to existence of high intensities at multiple places between single object. (2) TSA (Tissue Structure Approximation) function that helps to find out the minimum mean distances between the nuclei seed points on a distance matrix where particular arrangement of nuclei specifies a particular point based sequences to declare a thyroid cancer type. For example, anaplast cancers [Fig. 1(d)] are most aggressive cancers and consists upon the defused set of nuclei having varying distances at nuclei structural level and papillary carcinoma nuclei structures are likely to be found as finger like shapes, but it become more confused [Fig. 1(b)] when these features are presented with thyroid insular carcinoma. Every cancer is treated with different therapies, since it is very essential to know the cancer type for proper prognosis of cancer and restoration of human health. (3) NFST (Nuclei Feature Selection Tray) function avoids manual object cropping and it helps to selects the appropriate behaviours from every DICOM image. In order to mitigate all above stated issues this paper offers a CAD (Computer Added Diagnostic) system so called “Intelligent Diagnostic System for Nuclei Structural Classification of Thyroid Cancerous and Non-Cancerous Tissues” to provide assistance to doctors by recommending a second systematic opinion. The system classifies cancerous and non-cancerous nuclei by considering a system generated decision variable used as sub-class label attribute in every observation. Since the system generated recommendations provides more precise assistance to doctors to understand the hidden behaviours of cytological material which may enable the doctors to address the all types of thyroid cancer as stated above.
The methodology of proposed system comprises upon four layers and each layer is responsible to interact with each other. First two layers are responsible for data preparation. In first layer; noise reduction and classification of nuclei sequences are performed, in second layer auto-feature selection and auto-feature extraction are done, in third layer classification model have been constructed by using random forest tree based algorithm and in fourth layer the classification accuracy have been shown.

This paper is organized in several sections. Section one is used to describe introduction of this paper, related works are presented in section two, methodology is defined in section three, results are presented in section four and discussion &conclusion is discussed in section five whereas future work is presented in section six.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Classification of histopathological DICOM (Digital Communication in Medicine) images is of one the active research area(s) of ML (Machine Learning) and many approaches have been proposed to solve the classification problem of malignant diseases. This paper proposes an approach which is considered as productive modelling for thyroid disease classification in the domain of machine learning. Some of the related works have been presented as bellow.

A Comparison of different three ML (Machine Learning) algorithm [1] such like artificial neural network, decision tree and logistic regression were proposed to classify follicular thyroid cancer. This paper proposes an algorithm [Auto_Tissue_Analysis] to decide about the sub- class label attribute and used as decision variable and it is capable to identify all the types of thyroid cancer nuclei groves / structures, since DICOM structure identification at micro-architectural level would provide more refine results. Random forest tree base machine learning technique is used to classify cancerous and non-cancerous nuclei systematically with support of fully automated phenomena. A system [2] was proposed to classify cancerous thyroid disease tissues. Convolutional neural network based machine learning technique was used. In every DICOM image nuclei is key building block component and we approximate overlapped nuclei octo-edge distance value analysis compared with the equal to the size of neighbour set of nuclei. In most of approaches gradient base techniques have been used in segmentation stages, such kind of process would generate more than one centroids for each nuclei due to high intensity levels of pixels in nuclei regions. Proposed pre-processing algorithm selects the coordinates by considering size of each nuclei as per minimal set of edges between the set of neighbouring nuclei, if more than one edges are detected because of overlapping, regions are broken by measuring the historical data existing in the same DICOM image.

A comparison [3] of three machine learning techniques was proposed to classify the thyroid papillary cancer such as K-NN, Naive Bayesian and VPRS-CMR. In segmentation phase Otsu method is used and global level features were acquired. Micro-architectural level of nuclei detection would enhance the results and it provides more assistance to construct an unsupervised classification model for structure analysis.

A system [4] for thyroid cancer classification was presented and decision model was constructed by using support vector machine. As per their shown results malignant lesions lies between 0.97-80, P<.0001. In proposed pre-processing algorithm, the size of every nuclei is quantified with central location and compared with the nearer location by using unsupervised classification of nuclei structural states kwn as decision variable.

Using ultrasound images thyroid disease classification system [5] was proposed. Local binary patterns (LBP) base features were acquired through ROI (region of interest) feature selection was performed. There are certain limitations are associated with pixel base manual ROIs since the user may lose the important information of the content due human handling movements.

A system [6] was proposed for thyroid cancer and Otsu threshold was used to segment the nuclei from DICOM images. Using proposed method nuclei objects were detected by considering the nuclei rings and decision model is constructed for identification of set of nuclei grooves and use different levels of feature with the assistance of colour movements in DICOM image.
In an approach [7] six support vector machines were used to acquire ROI based features for thyroid disease using ultrasound images. All above stated approaches are providing very nice services but most of them consider thyroid cancer classification problem [8]-[13] at abstract levels, since thyroid disease classification may be more efficiently solved by considering the nuclei seed analysis, tissue structure analysis and nuclei feature selection tray, because structure identification needs special technique to understand nuclear grooves and arrangement of nuclei sequences, overlapping and other behaviours have significant importance in cancerous cell diagnosis. In literature thyroid follicular, medullary, papillary cancers have been classified. This paper proposes a novel technique which offers generalize algorithms for diagnosis of all thyroid cancers by proposing [Auto_Tissue_Analysis] algorithm which identifies all types of nuclei structures and other behaviours as stated above. Thus it is necessary to acquire the unsupervised classification by considering the nuclei regions / manual cropping with automated procedure, because manual cropping may select extra or less features from the regions DICOM [8]-[10] image. Secondly, follicular [14], [15], medullary, papillary sub cancer types have been classified in literature, whereas our proposed approach also classifies anaplastic and benign cancerous cells and tissues.

III. METHODOLOGY

The proposed approach is basically a predictive modelling in machine learning and deals with the classification problem of the histopathological cancerous cells and tissues that are taken from the DICOM images of FNAB [17], [18], and [19]. Using proposed methodology; thyroid papillary, follicular, anaplastic and benign cancerous cells have been quantified. Due to the complexities of different nuclei staining materials (such as H, E, Biomarkers and so on) that are being used by cytologists to label the nuclei and to observe the heterogenous behaviours of nuclei such as different shapes, sizes, colour schemes, structures because micro architectural structures are observed always with dissimilar patterns. The methodology of proposed system (Fig. 2) is divided into four interconnected layers where each layer is assigned several inputs to interact with each other. In first layer; edges of nuclei are detected using our proposed algorithm so called Auto_Tissue_Analysis [Algorithm 1]. In third layer classification model is constructed by using random forest tree based algorithm and in fourth layer the classification accuracy have been measured. Proposed pre-processing algorithm [Auto_Tissue_Analysis] is fully automated algorithm and it classifies the cancerous and non-cancerous nuclei derived from mimic, mix and confused pattern of DICOM images of FNAB, since these micro-architectural components produces lots of confusions related to nuclei structures, because nuclei sequences have significant importance to declare specific anatomical class of thyroid cancers such as well-differentiated, un-differentiated, poorly differentiated and benign as a global ontology of cancers.
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**Algorithm 1: Auto Tissue Analysis**

*Input:* DICOM image  
*Output:* Spatial features, Size, height, width of each nuclei. Nuclear Tray, Features, Decision Table, (auto_Tissue_Analysis)

\[ D = 30 \text{ ROI DICOM components for Bravmann B} \]

*Visit* = each pixel as \( x_i, y_i \)  
*Start NSA (Nuclei Seed Approximation)*

\[
\psi(x_i) = \sum_{a_i \in A} a_i \delta(x_i - a_i) = \sum_{a_i \in A} \delta(x_i - a_i) - \sum_{a_i \in A} a_i \delta(x_i - a_i) = \sum_{a_i \in A} \delta(x_i - a_i)
\]

*For each \( p \in \mathbb{P} \) do*  
\[ \psi(x_i) = \sum_{a_i \in A} a_i \delta(x_i - a_i) \]

*Return* : Class (papillary, Follicular, Anaplastic, Benign) 

Layer 1: Noise Reduction & formation of regions

For example well differentiated cancer class consists upon the follicular, papillary and other types of cancers. Papillary class can be further subdivided into papillary tall cell carcinoma, glass ground appearance of cells [Fig. 1(c)] and so on.

A. Noise Reduction

Set of Nuclei groves contain sufficient information to classify despite of having heterogenous behaviours and shapes. In literature lots of noise reduction techniques have been proposed. Some of them use image segmentation techniques (such as Watershed, Graph-cut, Super pixels and so on) meanwhile our technique is motivated from the graph-cut segmentation because colour information found in DICOM images is really important for doctors during the diagnostic process traditionally. For example in [Fig. 1(a-d)] lots of noise is persisting and nuclei sequences are heterogenous, especially; [Fig. 1(b)] is very difficult to interpret traditionally either it is belonging to papillary cancer class or other classes. Evidently; on applying of graph-cut segmentation algorithm, we observed that most significant object were detected as fore-ground and the remaining objects were removed as back-ground (Fig. 3). This phenomena is not only supporting to reduce the noise but also efficient to saved time and space complexities.

B. Grey Scale Conversion

For further image analysis [20], [21], DICOM images were converted into binary form, we use adaptive threshold algorithm as shown in [Fig. 4(a)] to covert the image into binary format. Since the Otsu method has several advantages in binary representation of medical image [22] because clustering base unsupervised classification of each pixel \( p = \{ x_1, y_1, ..., x_n, y_n \} \) have to be represented as an object known. The method follows the weighted pixels corresponding to either one or zero class as presented in (1) and (2).

\[
\alpha_0(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} p(i)
\]
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Fig. 2. Intelligent diagnostic system for nuclei structural classification of thyroid cancerous and non-cancerous tissues workflow.

Fig. 3. Noise Reduction using graph-cut segmentation

Fig. 4. (a) image binarization using adaptive threshold (b) Canny edge detection (c) Nuclei clusters

\[ \omega_k(t) = \sum_{i=0}^{L-1} p(i) \]  

(2)

The covariance of these corresponding pixel classes would be represented as per (3), where each label has significant impact upon the generated pixels.

\[ \mu_T = \sum_{i=0}^{L-1} i p(i) \]  

(6)

Canny edge detection algorithm was used to find out the edges of all nuclei, since geometrical and morphological features have great importance in machine learning to let the classifier learn about the possible shapes of different objects as shown in [Fig. 4(b)] where each object is considered as region. Since the pixel base orientation is not enough to represent a medical component, therefore regions [Fig. 4(b)] are useful tool to apply further operations such as extracted centroid may be used for further operations as per Fig. 6.

Layer 2: Structure identification and feature selection

Appropriate Nuclei seed approximation is required to find out the spatial coordinates such as x and y but at pixel level the energy of the pixel may be found from 0 to 255. If we fix some of the ranges of DICOM images intensities we may find more the one point for each class, since our algorithm considers every nuclei as a region, detected by using canny edge detection algorithm in following way.

1) Nuclei Seed Approximation (NSA)

Proposed nuclei separation technique is inspired from the LBP (Linear Binary Patterns) at regional levels because there are several limitations associated with gradient base techniques because due to same intensity threshold may detect multiple cancroids for same nuclei such as DNA feature measuring algorithm. Let’s consider a ring is created around the nuclei using canny edge detection so called region of interest and we have to acquire the radius of all regions [Fig. 5].

Above expression is plotted with eight points on the detected edges [23] region ROI= \{a_1, a_2, ..., a_8\} where radius of each nuclei is the result of cross correlation and division of opposite points as per following equations \[(7), (8)\) and \[(9)\].

\[ \mu_0(t) = \sum_{i=0}^{L-1} i p(i) / \omega_0 \]  

(4)

\[ \mu_1(t) = \sum_{i=0}^{L-1} i p(i) / \omega_1 \]  

(5)

\[ \sum_{u=0}^{a_8} g(x,y) \]  

(7)
2) Tissue Structure Approximation (TSA)

DICOM distance matrix (Fig. 6) is very useful tool to measure the pixel coordinates where individual distances of each nuclei are considered by using dot product of spatial location x and y. By summarizing all the distances of nuclei and constructing a decision model to find out the nuclei sequences designated as S would assist to find the optimal sequences of nuclei. Since the optimal values of f(k) may be quantified which lies between M = {m₁, ..., mₙ} distances of pixels of each object by considering edges of each nuclei. The ideal central location of each nuclei in DICOM dataset D is lying between the xᵢ, yᵢ locations of nuclei(x), which may be detected by considering the mean pixel values on gradient of every geometrical shape of nuclei. After acquiring the K values of each location the same may be separated by considering every nuclei as a partition. For example DICOM datasets with mⁿ number of nuclei could be considered in same group lies between locations 1...n but the central point is more significant to separate piece of medical image in an automated process. We may analyse k values of n objects designated as spatial location as decision variable and that may consider the clustering points by the adjustment of k clusters. Since the DICOM nuclei structures is an study of nuclei connected components could be used as decision variable S and central points would be assumed as following notation eq(12), where sk deviation of distances could achieved as global impact of clusters.

\[ I_j = \sum_{x_i \in C_j} \| x_i - \mu_j \|^2 \]  

(10)

The global impact of all clusters’ distortions is given by the quantity

\[ S_k = \sum_{j=1}^{K} I_j \]  

(11)

The function of f(k) becomes optimal for DICOM structure as per following notation eq. (12).

\[ f(k) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } K < 0.30 \\
\frac{1}{n_k} & \text{if } K \neq 0, \forall K < 0.40 \\
0 & \text{if } S_{K-1} = 0, \forall K < 0.50 \\
0 & \text{if } S_{K-1} = 0, \forall K < 0.60 \\
0 & \text{if } S_{K-1} = 0, \forall K < 0.50 > 0.70 
\end{cases} \]  

(12)

In the above equation N₄ are the number of attributes in decision matrix where aₘ is the weighted distance points such as papillary structures with mean distances of <0.30, follicular with <0.40, anaplastic cancers <0.40 and benign with <0.50 >0.70. Above 0.70 values were eliminated due to no significant set of object could be considered for partition as a DICOM structure class. In results section [Fig. 8] is shown to represent the distance matrix and [Fig. 9] is visualized to show the optimum percentage of split for each DICOM decision variable.

3) Nuclei Feature Selection Tray (NFST) algorithm

Manual selection of ROI (region of interest) and cropping image into sub-images as feature selection is labours work and there are number of limitations are associated with manual cropping / ROIs because user may select reduce set of features or human handling may not crop properly. Thus there are fare chances for the loss of useful information. NFST (Nuclei Feature Selection Tray) algorithm avoids manual cropping and ROI (region of interest) of nuclei selection, thus lot of laborious work of feature selection is saved in terms of time and complexity. Besides we have presented results of our approach from the perspective of feature selection in Fig. 6 so called Nuclei Feature Selection Tray (NFST) algorithm. Let’s consider every DICOM image is consisting upon the several number of nuclei where DICOM = {D₁, D₂, ..., Dₚ} on feature vector space. The spatial coordinates at this stage are really challenging to separate because overlapping of nuclei does not allow finding individual nuclei from a set of nuclei. At this stage we recorded sizes of each object and approximated the overlapped nuclei size by constructing spatial boundaries between the nuclei to count them as closed individual object. After acquiring the individual set of nuclei as objects we recorded colour movements with RGB mean values. Due to in-availability of such datasets for DICOM images of FNAB, we prepared our own datasets for training and testing purposes. The datasets comprise upon RGB movements [24]-[26] of nuclei, sizes, shapes and sub-class (SC) decision derived from (Section 3.3), which provides second opinion to doctors that what is the structure of particular DICOM image.

Therefore central point p of nuclei in a DICOM image is unique location containing x, y may be represented by using distance matrix (Fig. 6) where distance of each nuclei may be measured by using the ([13] and [14]) where height (h) and width (w) may be cropped with by considering the central

Fig. 5. Seeds extraction process.

\[ ROI = Redius \{ a_1, a_2, a_3, a_4, a_5, a_6, a_7, a_8 \} \]  

(8)

Where Radius=\[ \mu(a_1 + a_5) \left/ \begin{array}{c} \mu(a_2 + a_6) \\ \mu(a_3 + a_7) \\ \mu(a_4 + a_8) \end{array} \right. \]  

(9)

The father analysis on these seeds is performed in (Section 3.4) to visualize the probabilities of different cancer sequences.
A point known as seed.

\[ h, w = \sum_{a(y) = 1}^{a(x) = 1} + \mu h / w \quad (13) \]

\[ seed(\mu x, y) = \{ \sum (a(x, y) \frac{1}{a(x, y)} \} \} \quad (14) \]

**Layer 3: Classification of nuclei**

A wide variety of machine learning algorithms is available since the feature engineering needs special contributions to select the related observations from the medical images. This research uses random forest machine learning algorithm for classification of cancerous disease because tree base algorithms have been found with higher rank relationships and deep decision advantages.

Let’s suppose medical image dataset D contains a number of significant class instances designated as \( D = \{ (X_i, Y_i) \} \) 1 to 1 to construct a decision model by using the aggregated measured variables fitted values during the training phase by considering the \( J \)th feature in terms of deep decision trees based upon the aggregated permutation functions since the out of bag errors have been used to represent overall trees.

\[ D = \{ (X_i, Y_i) \} \quad (15) \]

\[ \hat{y} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} W(x_i, \hat{x}) y_i \quad (16) \]

In (16) and (17) \( \hat{y} \) variable is used to represent the cancerous and non-cancerous disease where \( x \) is the collection of formulized weighted and associated variables designated as \( W \), the rest of function have assigned several number of class label attributes to classify by considering the highest level of tree base ranks.

\[ \hat{y} = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \sum_{l=1}^{n} W_j(x_l, \hat{x}) y_l = \sum_{l=1}^{n} \left( \frac{1}{m} \sum_{j=1}^{m} W_j(x_l, \hat{x}) \right) y_l \quad (17) \]

**Layer 4: Performance Evaluation**

In performance evaluation we use confusion matrix (Table 1). The classifier was trained by parsing total number of 602 observations, we selected 60% for training and 40% for testing purposes, where (Table 2) 218 instances were classified as true positive out of 301 and 813 instances were classified as true positive out of 857 instances. The precision (18) and recall (19) was recorded for cancerous classes 83.2%, 73.2% and 91.00%, 94.90% was measured for non-cancerous classes.

\[ \text{Precision} = \frac{\text{Number of True Positives}}{\text{Number of True Positives} + \text{False Positives}} \quad (18) \]

\[ \text{Recall} = \text{Sensitivity} = \frac{\text{True Positive}}{\text{True Positive} + \text{False Negative}} \quad (19) \]

\[ \text{Specificity} = \frac{\text{True Negative}}{\text{True Negative} + \text{False Positive}} \quad (20) \]

**IV. RESULTS**

Fig. 7 is plotted to present the results of fully automated object separation process where each nuclei is fully cropped without human interaction. In Fig. 8, Column 4 is describing the presentation of distance matrix quantities in a leaner set of nuclei sequences, where each nearer colour have been plotted in blue spectrum to form the identity matrix whereas deviated values on an identity matrix are presented with different colour scales ranging from 120-540 colour schemes where most blue colour is object value. Pre-process method have been illustrated in Fig. 8 where column 1 is showing input image and column 2 demonstrates TSA estimation where each most probable centre of normal and abnormal nuclei is detected. Further pre-processing of initial guess about the spatial locations have been depicted in column 3 where group of nuclei / nuclei grooves have been captured with the assistance of NSA algorithm. Column 4 presents the results of extracted nuclei for measuring the nuclei grooves and sequences to determine the class label of particular image. Four type of object threshold have been observed deeply by the proposed algorithm to determine the structure of nuclei sequences such as Papillary class <0.30 with k-distances and finger like structure, Follicular class <0.40 with k-distances having random distances, Anaplast class <0.50 with k-distances with random vector spaces and values of <0.60 having k-distances shows un-known class in Dataset D.
Confusion matrix (Table 1) show that 158 observations have been classified for papillary class label attribute and 145 instance have been classified for follicular class whereas 258 instance have been classified for anaplast class label attribute and 215 observation have been classified for benign class label attribute. The malignant and non-malignant observations have been presented in (Table 2) where 217 number of nuclei observation have been classified as cancerous cells yes and 559 instances of cancerous cells No have been classified by the classifier. The precision measure for each class such as papillary, follicular, anaplast and benign were recorded respectively 67.52%, 71.42, 76.55% and 87.46% whereas recall measure was approximated, respectively 72.14%, 66.21%, 89.63% and 75.15%. ROC Curve have been shown in Fig. 9 for overall system performance and measured classification accuracy (Table 3) of our system is about 74% with 10-k fold cross validation. Table 4 is presented for comparison with literature which shows that our proposed approach classifies all the classes of well-differentiated thyroid cancers. Overall performance of the pre-process method have been described in Fig. 8 which show decision variable after examining the number of detected nuclei,
number of nucleoli, number of overlaps, number of nuclei grooves / sequences determined by the algorithm and type of sequence as P for papillary, F for follicular, A for anaplast and B for benign class label attribute.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Due to the heterogeneous and complex nature of micro-architectural components of histopathological DICOM (Digital Communication in Medicine) images, automated nuclei structure identification is one of the significant problems. Since follicular, medullary, papillary classification approaches are reported in literature and automated segmentation with classification of thyroid disease structure is yet not reported, thus it is direly needed to propose a system to detect the nuclei groves by considering micro-architectural component analysis as a decision output or sub-class label attribute (such as well differentiated, poorly differentiated and benign cancers) followed by constructing a classification model for thyroid cancer variants. This paper proposes an automated computer based decision support system as second opinion to doctors which may enrich the assistance during the diagnostic process of cancer. Finally reproducibility of results would assume to be one of the convinced advantages to save the precious time and finance of the patients. This paper proposes a novel methodology for nuclei structure identification which selects the most significant DICOM (Digital Communication in Medicine) image behaviours from thyroid papillary, follicular carcinoma and anaplast cancers by using our algorithm Auto_Tissue_Analysis which is combination of our three proposed jobs (1) NSA (Nuclei Seed Approximation), (2) TSA (Tissue Structure Approximation) and NFST (Nuclei Feature Selection Tray). Over all methodology of our approach is comprising upon four layers, In first layer; noise reduction is by grey scale segmentation, edges of nuclei are detected, regions are transformed and nuclei seeds are extracted with respect to edges of every nuclei, in second layer unsupervised classification of tissue structures are performed by using the seed analysis and auto-feature selection is done. A decision variable is derived from the nuclei sequences which generates sub-class label attribute for every cancerous and non-cancerous class. In third layer we construct the decision model by using random forest (tree based) algorithm to extract the decision variable dependencies. Finally result visualization and performance evaluation is conducted by using confusion matrix, precision and recall measures respectively. The overall classification accuracy is measured about 74% with 10-k fold cross validation.

VI. FUTURE WORK

There are several types of histopathological DICOM (Digital Communication in Medicine) images each have its own properties and behaviours. This research work addresses the classification problem of thyroid cancer. As a future work; the different real-world datasets will be trained and tested for various types of histopathological images of cancers such as classification of lung cancer, breast cancer, brain cancer, blood cancer, skin cancers and others. In skin cancer especially zero derma pigmentos will be one of the important dimension because of heterogenous images may contain the same intensity of nuclei representation.
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